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Summary

Developer
Scott Logic
Covid 19 Shielding Patients List
Migrating SQL process to DataBricks
Small team augmenting NHS developers
Advised senior leadership on how to
implement best practices, demonstrating a
proof-of-concept DataBricks CI pipeline
- Paired with & handed over to NHS developers,
allowing them to complete the migration alone
- Managed all aspects of the project for a period,
reporting to key stakeholders and coordinating
the response to a production failure

Full-Stack Developer at Scott Logic
Self-directed, efﬁcient generalist,
able to quickly learn new
technologies with a desire to
work on challenging problems

authentication and data auditing functionality

- Organised and ran knowledge transfer sessions
- Mentored junior developers
- Facilitated the ﬁrst all-remote retrospective
Grad Project

-

Thought
Leadership

- I am very active on the Scott Logic blog,

Creative, unorthodox, innovative.
Able to think outside the box to ﬁnd
the best solution
Thought leader, giving frequent
tech talks and maintaining an
active blogging presence
Back-end and Data Infrastructure
focus. While I’m happy to work on
the behind-the-scenes of front-end,
this CV is my artistic peak!

Career Interests
Startups and small teams with ﬂat
hierarchy, in North-East England or
(ideally) Remote.
It’s essential that I have the space
and freedom to develop my skills
and learn new technologies.

I am the go-to guy regarding:
TypeScript

SQL

Svelte

Excel

I can teach beginners about:
Python
R

Kotlin

LaTeX

JS

NoSQL

discussing topics from web optimisation in
Svelte to type-level programming in TypeScript
- I regularly give tech talks

Junior Software Engineer (Internship)
Condeco Group Ltd.
- Full-Stack web development with microservices
- Focus on backend API development

Education
2016 — 2019
2015 — 2016

Durham University (Trevelyan College)
BSc Computer Science
- 1st Class (Hons)
MEng General Engineering
- Changed course after a CS elective module

Accomplishments

Skills
Java

July —
Oct 2018
Newcastle

Twitter-like equities research platform
Mobile-ﬁrst web application
Automatic cloud deployment with AWS CDK
Data storage using both SQL and NoSQL

C#

NodeJS

AWS CDK

- My blogs are at the top of many google searches (click)
- Won the Durhack 2018 ‘GitHub Prize for Best Dev Tool’ & overall
runner-up with SharpShot, an esoteric visual programming language
- Chaired the committee that governs extracurricular student groups,
successfully campaigning for more student consultation
- Actively involved with Shellshock! Improvised Comedy, performing
in a sell-out show at Edinburgh Fringe in 2018
- I made a super cool electric bike (click)

Portfolio

MuseTree (Jan 2020 - Present)
A custom front-end for MuseNet, an AI
music generator. Improves on the ofﬁcial
MuseNet tool, turning a toy into something
that can be used by creators in real-world
scenarios. Successful open-source project,
seeing frequent use in and contributions from
the FOSS community. Latest update adds
integration with the Web Audio API to perform
real-time audio synthesis in-browser.
Svelte

TypeScript

Web Audio

SharpShot (Oct 2018)
Initial version created in 24 hours for Durhack
2018.
A visual, esoteric programming
language where nodes are placed on a
grid.
Each node represents a function,
and parameters move around the screen
annihilating each other when they collide.
SharpShot was the overall runner-up from
31 total projects, and won the GitHub
prize for best Dev Tool. Work continued
in 2019 to convert it into a Zachtronics-esque
programming game.
Java

DSUrooms.com (Jan 2018)
Created during my role in Student Group
Governance, showing when rooms in the
Students’ Union were booked. Hosted in
the cloud using a scraping API created with
nodejs. Received very positive feedback from
Student Groups, as previously there was no
way to know which rooms were booked. The
tool was successfully handed over to SU staff
and is integrated into the ofﬁcial website.
NodeJS

FullCalendar

Javascript

JQuery

Kotlin

Javafx

Autocall Backtester (March 2016)
Created for Lowes Financial Management.
Tests a ﬁnancial product to see how it
would have performed historically. This tool
allowed the analysis to be performed where
previously it was too time consuming. The
graphs produced are used in the ofﬁcial
product literature and online. The tool also
informed the creation of new products, where
backtesting revealed them to perform better
than expected.
Java

Excel

VBA

